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ABSTRACT
We have developed a fore-optics module that converts the SHARC-II camera at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory
into a sensitive imaging polarimeter at wavelengths of 350 and 450 m. We refer to this module as “SHARP”. SHARP
splits the incident radiation into two orthogonally polarized beams that are then re-imaged onto opposite ends of the 32 
12 pixel detector array in SHARC-II. A rotating half-wave plate is used just upstream from the crossed grid. The effect
of SHARP is to convert SHARC-II into a dual-beam 12  12 pixel polarimeter. A novel feature of SHARP's design is
the use of a crossed grid in a submillimeter polarimeter. Here we describe the detailed optical design of SHARP and
present results of tests carried out during our first few observing runs. At 350 m, the beam size (9 arcseconds),
throughput (75%), and instrumental polarization (< 1%) are all very close to our design goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The earliest detections of far-infrared/submillimeter polarization in astronomical objects were obtained during the 1980s
using single-pixel polarimeters operated in the stratosphere from balloons1 and aircraft2. This work established a new
technique for mapping interstellar magnetic fields. During the 1990s, astronomers developed more powerful polarimeters
with many tens of pixels. Two examples built at the University of Chicago are Stokes3 for the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory (KAO), and Hertz4, 5 for the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) on Mauna Kea. These instruments
gathered polarization data for more than 50 star forming clouds at up to several hundred sky positions per cloud, finding
that dust emission is measurably polarized at almost every point5, 6, 7, 8. Another multi-pixel polarimeter developed during
the 1990s was SCU-POL9, the polarimeter for the Submillimeter Common-User Bolometer Array10 (SCUBA) used with
the James Clerk Maxwell telescope (JCMT) on Mauna Kea. SCU-POL was used to map magnetic fields in both high and
low mass star-forming regions11, and to obtain the first detection of submillimeter polarization in circumstellar disks
around T-Tauri stars12.
In the early years of the present decade, submillimeter polarimetry has been extended to both larger and smaller angular
scales. For example, the Submillimeter Array13 (SMA) on Mauna Kea studied the Sagittarius A* source at the Galactic
center with sub-arcsecond resolution14, while Northwestern University’s Submillimeter Polarimeter for Antarctic Remote
Observations15 (SPARO) mapped the degree-scale magnetic fields in the Galactic center16 and in Giant Molecular
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Clouds in the Galactic disk17. Cosmologists are interested in millimeter-wave polarimetry as a probe of the early
universe18, and as a byproduct they have produced high quality maps of the global magnetic field of the Galaxy19, 20.
The polarimeters discussed above were developed using varying approaches. In some cases, polarimetric capability was
introduced by incorporating new optical elements into detector systems already in place. In other cases, new polarimeters
were built complete with their own detectors. The former approach has obvious advantages in terms of cost, and often
involves shorter lead times.
Another difference involves dual- versus single-beam polarimetry. A dual-beam polarimeter simultaneously detects two
orthogonal components of polarization, while a single-beam system detects only one component at a time. The former
approach avoids wasting photons. Furthermore, if the noise affecting orthogonal components is correlated5, then the
dual-beam capability can provide for very large improvements in sensitivity due to noise cancellation. Specifically, an
important noise source affecting submillimeter observations is variability in atmospheric emission on short time scales,
referred to as “sky noise”. At the shorter submillimeter wavelengths (the 350 and 450 m atmospheric windows) this
effect is especially severe, and the sky noise affecting orthogonal polarization components is generally highly correlated.
Thus, the dual-beam design is especially attractive for these shorter wavelengths.
SHARP is a fore-optics module that converts the CSO's SHARC-II21 (Submillimeter High Angular Resolution Camera
generation II) into a dual-beam polarimeter. As shown in Figure 1, the SHARP module is inserted into the optical train
ahead of the SHARC-II cryostat. Like SHARC-II, SHARP, can be operated at either 350 m or 450 m. The incoming
beam is split into orthogonal components of polarization that are directed to opposite ends of the 32  12 pixel bolometer
array (Fig. 2), where the two components are recorded simultaneously. A rotating half-wave plate is located just
upstream of the point where the beam is split. The data acquisition scheme involves performing standard photometric
integrations at each of four half-wave plate rotation angles (0˚, 22.5˚, 45˚, and 67.5˚) successively. The photometric
integrations have been carried out in chop/nod mode7, 22, 23, but we plan to use scanning mode21 in the near future.
SHARP is the first dual-beam submillimeter polarimeter developed by adding polarimetric capability to an existing
camera.
In this paper we describe the optical design of SHARP (section 2) and present results of tests carried out during the first
18 months of operation at CSO (section 3). In previous papers we described an early version of the optical design24, and
our first-light tests25. Initial scientific results will be described in future papers.
2. OPTICAL DESIGN
2.1 Overview
In addition to achieving dual-beam capability, our major goals for the design of SHARP were that (1) the SHARP
installation should not require moving or altering any existing optical elements in the CSO/SHARC-II optical train; and
(2) the spatial resolution and sensitivity of SHARC-II should be maintained. To achieve these goals, it was necessary to
increase the optical path to make room for the new optical components, while at the same time maintaining the location
of the final focal plane at the SHARC-II detector array. This required the use of re-imaging optics.
Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of the optical interface between the CSO telescope and SHARC-II, with the location of
the SHARP module also shown. SHARC-II uses the Nasmyth focus of the CSO, but the camera does not sit directly at
the Nasmyth focus. Instead, this focus is re-imaged along a folded optical path ~2.5 m in length that includes a flat
mirror (M4, Fig. 1) and an ellipsoidal mirror (M5, Fig. 1). The SHARC-II bolometer array is located at the re-imaged
focal plane, which is faster than the Nasmyth focus. (The final focal ratio is about 4, which is about three times smaller
than the Nasmyth focal ratio.) An image of the primary (a “pupil”) is located several inches in front of this focus.
SHARC-II has a cold stop at this pupil. SHARP is installed into the limited physical space between the hollow elevation
bearing and the M4 mirror (see Figs. 1, 4 and 5).
Another design goal was that high polarization efficiency should be achieved for both SHARC-II passbands (350 and
450 microns) with the capability to easily switch between those passbands.
2.2 Focal plane re-imaging
The optical diagram in figure 3 shows an "unfolded" version of the SHARP module, i.e., a version in which all flat
mirrors and polarizing grids have been omitted. Although this diagram fails to capture the important polarization-
splitting function of our module, it serves to illustrate the use of “crossed paraboloids” for re-imaging with minimal
aberration26. A pair of identical paraboloidal mirrors, located immediately downstream from the Nasmyth focus, serves
to re-image the Nasmyth focus from position f to a new position f. The optical path between f and f is then used for the
polarization-splitting optics. By making a judicious choice for the location of the final focus f', we eliminate the need to
move any component of the SHARC-II system when installing SHARP (see section 2.3).
Two important elements of the re-imaging design are that the angles of incidence at the two paraboloids are identical,
and that the pupil is located approximately half-way between the two paraboloids26. Another important consideration is
primary illumination. We will discuss this issue in section 2.4, after first describing the optical path in section 2.3.
2.3 Optical path
The arrangement of the polarimeter components is illustrated in Fig. 4. After the first paraboloidal mirror (P1) and the
flat mirror (F1), incident radiation reaches the half-wave plate (HWP). This is mounted in a “half-wave plate module”
(Fig. 6) which contains two interchangeable crystal quartz half-wave plates, one for each of the SHARC-II passbands at
350 and 450 m, respectively. The HWP is rotated at regular intervals during observations (see section 1). The HWP is
located near a pupil, (about half-way between P1 and P2 in Fig. 3) in order to minimize the size of the plate (diameter ~
10 cm). This location also ensures that different parts of the field-of-view use nearly the same portion of the plate.
Also near the pupil, for the same reasons, is the crossed grid27 (XG), which divides the beam into two orthogonal
polarization components. The XG consists of two free-standing wire polarizing grids that interpenetrate one another,
intersecting at a right angle. One grid has wires running parallel to the line of intersection and the other grid has wires
running in the perpendicular direction. The effect of the XG is to direct the two orthogonal components toward opposite
directions, both perpendicular to the incident beam (Fig. 4). The crossed-grid represents a compact and symmetrical
solution to the problem of polarization-splitting, which was advantageous for SHARP due to the limited physical space
avaialable. The crossed-grid was constructed by QMCI (Cardiff, Wales).
After exiting the XG, each polarization component is reflected by a pair of flat mirrors: F2h-F3h for the horizontally
polarized (h) component and F2v-F3v for the vertically polarized (v) component. Because the h and v components travel
along separate optical paths after the XG, we need two copies of paraboloidal mirror P2 (P2h and P2v). The converging
beams from P2h and P2v next reach the beam combiner (BC) after 90 reflections by grids Gh and Gv, respectively.
(The reason for using grids instead of mirrors here will be explained in section 2.5.) The BC is composed of two flat
mirrors which deflect the corresponding beams by approximately 90 in the horizontal direction. (This reflection is
discussed further in section 2.4 below.) After two more reflections by flat mirrors (F4 and F5), the two beams are
directed toward SHARC II. The Nasmyth focus is re-imaged at the beam combiner, where the optical distance to the
detector array is the same as that from the original Nasmyth focus in the original SHARC-II optical path.
After the BC, the h and v beams, originally from the same part of the sky, are displaced horizontally so that they are
imaged on different halves of the detector array (Fig. 2). For the original chief ray of SHARC-II, the separation of the h
and v beams is 20 pixels on the detector array. We do not use the central 8  12 pixels which might be reached by both
polarization components in case of misalignment, diffraction, etc. Thus, the h and v subarrays each include 12  12
pixels. The resulting SHARP field of view is ~ 55  55.
The optical elements shown in Figure 4 are enclosed within four separate aluminum boxes, as can be seen in Figure 5.
This modular design facilitates installation and also makes it easy to change between camera mode and polarimeter mode,
by removing "Box 4", which contains P1 and F5.
2.4 Correct primary illumination
The design discussed above has the effect of re-imaging the Nasmyth focal plane precisely onto the SHARC-II detectors.
However, this is not a sufficient condition for the system to be optimized. One also needs to ensure that the time
reversed rays from all SHARC-II pixels properly “illuminate” the primary mirror. For the SHARC-II design, a cold
pupil inside the SHARC-II camera (located at an image of the primary) serves this purpose. Acting together, M5, M4,
M3 and M2 (the secondary) correctly image this cold pupil onto the primary mirror, such that the edges of the stop
correspond to the edges of the primary, for all pixels.
By tuning two parameters of the SHARP design, we were able to achieve correct primary illumination for SHARP.
These parameters are the distance between P1 and P2 (see Fig. 3) and the angle by which the beams are deflected at the
beam combiner (BC; see Fig. 4). The angle at the BC is precisely set to 89.8 degrees, rather than 90, by fabricating it as a
roof–shaped optical surface from a single block of aluminum alloy.
2.5 Unused polarization components
The light from the sky that enters the XG after passing through the HWP is not the only radiation entering the XG. For
example, noise (thermal emission from Box 3) enters the XG from the opposite direction and the XG divides this noise
into two polarized components that travel, together with the astronomical signals, along the two different paths leading
from the XG down to the BC. This noise must be prevented from reaching the detectors. Note that this noise will be
polarized orthogonally to the signals from the sky. The reason for using grids at Gh and Gv (Fig. 4), rather than mirrors,
is to reflect only the astronomical signals while filtering out the noise that gets into the system from the “wrong” side of
the XG.
Gh and Gv alone will not solve the problem, because the detectors can still “look” through these grids and see the
emission from anything located behind the grids. Gh and Gv are coupled with a pair of on-axis paraboloidal mirrors (P3h
and P3v, Fig. 4), which we refer to as “cold load mirrors” (Fig. 5). The focal length of the cold load mirrors was chosen
such that, through them, the detectors will look back into the cryostat, where the thermal emission is much lower. Thus,
these "unused polarization components" should not add appreciable excess noise.
3. PERFORMANCE
SHARP was first operated at the CSO in August 2005. Subsequent SHARP observations were made in January, July,
and December of 2006. Here we describe the performance of SHARP as determined from data collected during the three
2006 runs. Science results obtained will be described in separate papers. All test and science data acquired in 2006 were
collected using the chop-nod mode (see section 1) with the exception of the beam-size measurements described in
section 3.1, that were made using both chop-nod and scanning modes.
We also include a very brief discussion of the sensitivity of SHARP (section 3.5). The sensitivity depends critically on
the data analysis techniques, which perform the crucial task of removing the effects of sky noise (see section 1). SHARP
cannot cancel the effects of sky rotation as has been possible for previous dual-beam submillimeter polarimeters, such as
Hertz and STOKES, which employed instrument rotators. Thus, the analysis techniques that were developed for these
instruments7, 22, 23 are not directly applicable. The new techniques that we developed for SHARP, and the extent to which
they have been successful in removing sky noise, will be described in a future paper.
3.1 Beam size
For operation at 350 m, SHARC-II achieves a beam full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 8-9 arcsec. During July
2006, we acquired images of Uranus using SHARP in scanning mode, which involves slowly scan the telescope without
chopping21 (see section 1). The result, shown in Figure 7, gives a beam FWHM of ~ 9 arcsec. In December 2006, we
used the same method to measure a beam FWHM of ~ 10 arcsec at 450 m.
During July 2006, we also obtained 350 m images of Uranus in chop-nod mode, and measured a beam FWHM of ~ 10
arcsec. This increase is probably due to jitter in the position of the secondary mirror during data acquisition.
Figure 7 shows that the v-sub-array obtains a slightly elongated beam, with one axis ~15% longer than the other. This is
due to the construction of the crossed-grid (XG). Recall that the XG consists of two intersecting grids having vertical
and horizontal wires, respectively. In fact, the “grid” having vertical wires is composed of two separate grids, one on
each side of the horizontal grid. These have been carefully aligned by the manufacturer so that they produce
approximately the same effect as a single uninterrupted grid. However, at the point where the two separate vertical grids
meet, there is a translational misalignment of about 0.001 inch. The result is a slight elongation of the v-beam.
3.2 Throughput
For each sub-array of SHARP, ten reflections have been added to the original CSO/SHARC-II optical path. Thus one
can expect that the fraction of the incident photons from a given sky position that are absorbed at the detector array will
be smaller for SHARP observations than for SHARC-II observations. One can predict this loss based on the properties
of SHARP’s optical elements. Here we carry out such a prediction, for the 350 m passband. All SHARP mirrors have
been gold-coated except for P1, P2, and BC, which are machined from Aluminum alloy. Thus absorption losses should
be below 0.5% per surface. The manufacturer of the paraboloidal mirrors P1 and P2 has estimated the rms surface errors
to be of order 5 m, which implies about 3% scattering loss for each paraboloid28. All flat mirrors are of optical quality
so scattering losses should be negligible at submillimeter wavelengths. We expect an additional 5% loss due to
imperfect performance of polarizing grids. The largest source of inefficiency is the half-wave plate (HWP), which is
expected to absorb 5-10 % of the radiation29 and to cause reflection losses of 1% per surface due to the non-ideal
behavior of the anti-reflection coatings. We sized all of the optical elements to preserve five Airy rings. ZEMAX
simulations show that this should reduce diffraction losses to below 1%. Thus, the resulting optical efficiency, or
throughput, of SHARP relative to SHARC-II is expected to be about 0.99510 0.972 0.95  0.925  0.992 = 77%.
We measured the SHARP throughput at 350 m by observing Mars with and without SHARP installed. Comparing the
integrated flux (summed over all pixels) of these two modes yields an efficiency of 75%, in good agreement with the
predicted SHARP throughput. Note that when SHARP is installed the radiative loading on the bolometers decreases,
causing the bolometer responsivity to increase. We have corrected for this effect when calculating the above reported
efficiency.
3.3 Instrumental polarization (IP)
During our January 2006 run, we observed Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter, which we used to estimate the IP under the
assumption that all three planets are unpolarized. The IP is defined as the spurious polarization due to telescope and
instrument, and in this paper the IP will be measured with respect to a reference frame that is fixed to SHARP.
Specifically, the angle of polarization  of the IP will be defined as zero for vertical polarization, and increase counter-
clockwise as viewed by an observer standing at the position of SHARP and looking toward M3 (see Fig. 1).
We model the IP as the sum of two components. One is fixed with respect to SHARP itself (the “fixed component”) and
is presumed to be caused by the SHARP module. The other component is fixed with respect to M3 (the “M3 component”)
and is presumed to be due to polarization induced by the reflection at the M3 mirror (see Fig. 1). Due to the Nasmyth
location of SHARC-II, the angle of the M3 component will depend on the telescope elevation.
M3 is a front-surface aluminized glass plate. At submillimeter wavelengths, reflection from aluminum mirrors is
expected to be polarized at the level of several tenths of a percent, in a direction perpendicular to the plane defined by the
incident and reflected rays30. Thus, the M3 component of the IP is expected to be vertical when the telescope is pointed
at the horizon (Fig. 1).
Our IP model has four free parameters. These parameters are the magnitude Pf and angle f of the fixed component, and
the magnitude PM3 and angle offset M3 of the M3 component. The angle offset M3 is defined such that the angle of
the M3 component is equal to ε + M3, where ε is the telescope elevation. From the above discussion we can see that the
theoretical expectation is M3 = 0˚. The normalized Stokes parameters of the total IP can then be written as:
q = Pf cos( 2f ) + PM3 cos[ 2(ε + M3)], and
u = Pf sin( 2f ) + PM3 sin[ 2(ε + M3) ]
From a least squares fit to the January 2006 planet observations, we obtain: Pf = 0.46%, f = 103˚, PM3 = 0.42%, and
M3 = 1˚. Note that this value forM3 agrees well with the theoretical expectation. From the theory of the classical
skin effect, PM3 should be several times smaller than what we have measured, but this theory has been shown to
significantly underestimate the polarization magnitude for real mirrors at submillimeter wavelengths30. Regarding the
fixed component, possible explanations include polarization by reflection at P1 and F1 as well as non-ideal behavior of
the half-wave plate. The total IP is always below 1%, regardless of elevation.
During our July 2006 run, we observed Jupiter only. The results from a least-squares fit to these data are Pf = 0.43%,
f = 177˚, PM3 = 0.29%, and M3 = 0˚. The only significant change is in the angle of polarization of the fixed component,
which we attribute to the different zero angles of the extraordinary axis of the HWP that were used for the two runs.
Preliminary analysis of SHARP data collected at 450 m in December 2006 shows that the total IP is also below 1% for
this passband.
3.4 Polarization efficiency
To measure the polarization efficiency we place a cold (~ 77 K) load between M3 and SHARP. The radiation from the
cold load is then polarized nearly 100% by passing through two polarizing wire grids in series, with their wires parallel
to one another. With this arrangement we measure the polarization efficiency to be 93%  1% at 350 m and 97%  1%
at 450 m.
3.5 Sensitivity for chop-nod mode
Using the SHARP characteristics discussed above, we can predict the sensitivity of SHARP when used in chop-nod
mode under the assumption that all sky noise is removed by the data analysis. In this case, the measurement errors will
be set by quantum fluctuations in the atmospheric background, as is generally true for total intensity measurements made
with SHARC-II21. Background-limited errors in total intensity for typical “good weather” conditions (230 GHz = 0.05;
target at 1.3 airmasses) are straightforward to estimate21. To first order, we can assume that for SHARP observations of
a Stokes parameter (Q or U), the background-limited errors corresponding to this polarized flux measurement will be
equal to the background-limited errors in total flux that one obtains for a SHARC-II measurement having the same
integration time. To see this, note that polarized flux measurements are obtained from differences between h and v
signals, while total flux measurements are obtained from the corresponding sums, and recall that the propagated errors
are identical for these two operations.
Errors in measured polarization for a given source flux and observing time can then be estimated by dividing polarized
flux errors by source flux. In carrying out this calculation, we have taken care to (a) degrade the signal to noise by a
factor of (1/0.75) to account for SHARP losses (section 3.2), (b) allow time to observe both Q and U, (c) use the
degradation factor appropriate for chop-nod mode21, and (d) allow for a difference between observing time (which
includes settle time for chopper, telescope, and half-wave plate, file overheads, and time for pointing and calibration) and
integration time (which includes only time spent collecting data while pointed at source or reference positions).
Assuming an observing efficiency (ratio of integration time to observing time) of 50%, this calculation gives a required
350 m point source flux of 2.6 Jy for a ± 1% polarization measurement in 5 hours of observing time. (We have
assumed here that the unused polarization components do not add noise; see section 2.5.)
We are still optimizing the SHARP observing efficiency, which was 25% in July 2006. We expect that we can reach
50%. A preliminary analysis of DR 21 observations carried out during marginal weather (230 GHz = 0.08) in July 2006
shows that SHARP achieved background limited signal-to-noise.
4. SUMMARY
We developed an optical module, SHARP, that converts the CSO submillimeter camera SHARC-II into a dual-beam
polarimeter. The design uses a HWP to modulate the polarization signal, a crossed-grid as a polarizing beam splitter,
and crossed paraboloids to re-image the original SHARC-II focal plane. The compact modular design makes it simple to
install and remove, which allows for rapidly switching between camera and polarimeter modes during a single observing
session. Additionally, there is no degradation of the optical performance of the camera. SHARP operates with high
polarization efficiency at both of SHARC-II’s primary passbands of 350 and 450 μm and has low (< 1%)
instrumental polarization. At 350 μm, the throughput is 75%.
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing (not to scale) of SHARC-II on the Nasmyth platform , with the location of SHARP also shown. A
flat mirror (M3) below the secondary deflects the incident beam into the hollow elevation bearing, producing an image
of the sky within the bearing, at the Nasmyth focus. This focus is then re-imaged onto the SHARC-II detectors by
mirrors M4 and M5. The removable polarimetry module SHARP is located between M3 and M4.
Fig. 2 Photograph of the SHARC-II detector array, with markings that illustrate the effect of the SHARP polarization-
splitting optics. When SHARP is installed the 3212 detector array is effectively converted into two 1212 sub-arrays
that view the same ~ 1  1 sky field in orthogonal polarizations.
Fig. 3 "Unfolded" version of the optical design of SHARP, in which all reflections by flat mirrors and polarizing grids are
omitted. Dual paraboloidal mirrors (P1 and P2) reimage the Nasmyth focus (f). The focus of the first mirror is placed
on f, and f is re-imaged at f, the focus of the second paraboloid, with minimal aberration26. All the polarimetry
components are installed after P1. The actual optical design of SHARP is illustrated in figure 4.
Fig. 4 Two views of SHARP. Left: The expanding beam from the Nasmyth focus is reflected by paraboloid P1 and by a flat
mirror at F1, passes through the half-wave plate HWP, and reaches the crossed grid XG. From the XG, the horizontal
polarization component propagates into the plane of the paper while the vertical component is directed towards the viewer.
Right: View towards the Nasmyth focus. Vertical and horizontal components leaving the crossed grid undergo further
reflections by mirrors and grids (F2v-F3v-P2v-Gv and F2h-F3h-P2h-Gh, respectively), ultimately bringing the components
back together at the beam combiner BC which directs the recombined image toward the viewer. BC consists of two mirrors
joined to form a roof–shaped optical surface. After reflection by BC, the two orthogonal polarizations are displaced laterally.
The left view shows this reconstituted image being directed into the relay optics by flats F4 and F5. P1 and P2h (or P2v)
form a pair of crossed paraboloids26. SHARC-II is easily converted back to photometric mode by removing P1 and F5
(”Box 4”; see Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 The modular design of SHARP. The components in each box are: Box 1 P3h/v ("cold load" mirrors), Gh/v, F4, and BC;
Box 2 P2h/v and F3h/v; Box 3 F1, HWP, XG, and F2h/v; Box 4  P1 and F5.
Fig. 6 F1, HWP, and XG in Box 3. Box 4 was removed when this photo was taken. F1 is the large square mirror, where
the reflection of the half-wave plate module (HWP) can be seen. This reflection shows the stepping motor and the
mounting positions for the two half-wave plates (only the 350 m plate was installed in this picture). The incident
radiation passes through the HWP toward the XG where it is divided into two orthogonal polarization components.
Fig. 7 A SHARP observation of Uranus at 350 m. Since Uranus is a point source at SHARP’s resolution, this represents a
measurement of the beam shape and size. The observation was made in “scan mode” (see section 3.1) during July 2006. The
image at lower left is from the v-sub-array with the h-sub-array at upper right. The black rectangle indicates the instantaneous
field of view of SHARC-II and the white ovals indicate the beam FWHM values derived from two-dimensional Gaussian fits.
The mean of the four FWHM values measured (two axes for each image) is 9.2 arcseconds.
